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We asked the staff a couple of questions, here are their quite interesting and revealing answers… 

JEFF  

 

 

 

 

KENDALL SCHMITKE / Lead Pastor – CWW  

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Etiam at vulputate dolor. Nam tempor placerat dictum. Nunceueleifend 

lectus. Proin faucibus quis nunc vitae congue. Aliquam dapibus faucibus ultrices. Maecenas sollicitudin justo enim,sagittis 

commodo lectus rhoncus fermentum.  

 

LISE MITCHELL / Pastor of Children & Family Ministries  

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Etiam at vulputate dolor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Empty and the others along time gone. 

The sun setting in the west... my earthly compass to guide me home. 

G Creator, light the way, for the schoolyard is now  

Shrouded in darkness and I am no longer sure that it is where I belong. 
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KEEPING YOU CONNECTED WITH WHAT GOD IS DOING AT OSAC                        ISSUE 29| MAY 2020  

DD IS DOING AT OWEN SOUND ALLIANCE CHURCH  

 

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS to our newly elected Elders: Rita Bevan, Murray 

Jansen, Paul MacDonald, Dave Marshall and Carl Stewart.  

 

THANK YOU to Larry Bryans, John Davis, John Brookham, Tamara 

Schmitke and AL Smiley, as they pass on the torch of Elder service. 
 

Pray for the Elders of our church. Give thanks that God has provided many to 

serve in the role for the growth of His church and the advancing of the 

Gospel. Give thanks also that we have Jesus, the one Head of the Church, 

who carries all His people forward through this life and through eternity. 

Pray for the leadership of the Elders, asking the Lord to give them a weighty 

sense of their calling, and a joy to carry it out for Jesus’ sake. Pray for their 

personal spiritual lives and the lives of their families, that the Lord would 

grant peace and perseverance in godliness, and that they would be spared 

from temptation. Pray for all the administration (including finances) that is 

required to utilize our facility for ministry. Finally, pray that God would raise 

up future leaders from among our congregation. 

 

We are looking for your input! 

Do you have photos to share or stories to tell? What would you like to see 
featured in Connections? Do you have an idea for a future article?  

Please contact Angie Lyman at the church office  

Email: office@alliancechurch.net or call: 519-376-2026. 

  

Celebrating Special milestones during Covid-19 

April, 5th Ethel Henderson celebrated her 100th birthday 

May 16th Hilda Cameron celebrated her 105th birthday 
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THE VIRTUAL CHURCH 
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Darkness and Shadow: Safe and Secure  

Submitted by~ Fiona Sensenstein 

As you read the next article, I wrote the following one Sunday morning recently before church began. I 

was feeling pretty miserable, and knew I needed to do some reflection so I could go into the service with 

an attitude of worship. I felt prompted to write something out and as I sat at the computer the words just 

came and I felt God was reminding me of how my journey with chronic pain has been so far. In all of it 

He is there and He is at work.  

As a bit of background: Several years ago, about 10, I started to experience long and sleepless nights due 

to a health issue with chronic, and sometimes debilitating pain. Sometimes I would get about an hour of 

restless sleep several nights in a row. The nights were long and difficult, and the days a challenge. It got 

to the point that just climbing into bed caused even more stress, knowing what was ahead for many 

hours. And yet I realized that somehow I was making it through each day, even without sleep. These 

verses, as well as a line from Laura Story’s song “Blessings” completely changed my perspective:  

 

 

Do I always live with the right perspective on this? Of course not, but with God’s help I can face each 

night and each day, knowing that He is with me in all that I experience.   

As you read you might be thinking of your own health concerns, or those of a loved one or friend. 

Chronic pain is called an invisible disease because we can’t always see what someone living with this is 

experiencing. I ask that as you read that you pray for someone who experiences this each day, and 

perhaps tell them, for in the long hours of the night it is good to know someone is praying, and the 

possibility of a change in perspective can mean all the difference to that person.  

 

 

 

 

 
**************************************************************** 

The darkness surrounds once again, as a long sleepless night unfolds. Another of many, 
waiting for the first light of dawn, to begin another day without the benefit of a restful, 
restoring sleep. And yet, as the day goes on there is strength, there is peace, there is 
courage to take another step, meet the day’s demands. But how can it be? 
 
In the darkness there is said to be the demons that taunt and torment, leaving one 
floundering and unsure, doubting and troubled as it seems that God is so distant and 
unaware, or even unconcerned about your plight. For if you count the hours of 
wakefulness in just the past week, they far outnumber the hours of sleep. And yet, as the 
days go on and the nights seem so long, there is a closeness and a confidence that God is 
near, that God knows, and that God cares. But how can it be? 
 
The weeks turn into months and the months into years. The sleepless nights continue, 
and the counting cannot, for the numbers have risen too high. The physical body remains 
weak, hurting, weary and in need of rest. And yet, as the years go on there is praise, there 
is worship and there is satisfaction, and a deep-rooted sense that God is in the midst of it 
all. But how can it be? 
 
Because His love for me is better than life, and bigger than all that life can throw my way. 
Because I can remember Him, even in the watches of the long dark nights, and I can 
meditate on His goodness as He gives all that is needed to face each day, each night, each 
trial, each hurdle. Though the nights are long and the days are difficult sometimes, I am 
never alone. I can sense His presence and His gentle reminders of all that He has done, all 
that He has helped me through. The shadows do not hold demons and destruction, for the 
shadow is His wing that protects and nurtures me. The darkness is a time where 
distractions and hurry do not have a hold, where the quiet gives opportunity to reflect and 
interact with the God who holds me, the God who loves me, the one for whom I hunger 
and thirst. And it that place, in that time, I will lift up my hands to Him in worship and, as 
a child, reach up to put my hand in the hands of my Father who walks with me each step 
of the way. The darkness and the shadow are just where I can remember and be grateful. 
So let it be! 

 
**************************************************************** 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Blessings, by Laura Story 

'Cause what if your blessings come through 

raindrops 

What if Your healing comes through tears 

What if a thousand sleepless nights are what 

it takes to know You're near 

What if trials of this life are Your mercies in 

disguise 



 

PURPOSE Submitted by~ Bobbi McArthur      
During these recent days of isolation, I have taken some time to consider who I am and what my purpose is. I thought I had that nailed 
down.  The days BC (Before Covid-19) sometimes seem a very long time ago, a lifetime ago. It seems to me that the days following this 
epidemic will be very different as well.   

The world is a very different place today compared with a month ago; globally, locally, and inside our own lives and homes. The 

decisions we make today take a lot more thought and preparation. Going grocery shopping and taking our dog out for a walk are now 

based on need rather than want. The way we communicate with our family and friends and church community is different. What would 

normally involve driving to church for worship or meetings now takes place on the couch or at the table, in jammies and with a cup of 

choice beverage, in my case, tea. We can press the pause key and go and answer the door or the call of nature not worrying about 

missing anything. We can also press pause and take some time to think or talk about what we just heard and come back to it and carry 

on. Meeting with our small group has been different too. We connect on Zoom, chat a bit and catch up with each other briefly and pray 

for each other. I’ve found our prayer time together has been deeper and more meaningful. It starts my week out right.  My world is 

different, thanks to Covid 19. 

Watching our children navigate through this virus has also been different. It has always amazed me that people from the same gene 

pool are so very different!  The way they’ve navigated through this virus has been enlightening, to say the least.  One has been plagued 

by anxiety, to the point where he has shut down and not been able to cope, especially with the protective gear supplied by his employer. 

He’s discovered that he suffers from claustrophobia, which when added to anxiety makes for a very difficult time indeed.  

Another one is very introverted at the best of times. When thrust into situations of prolonged mandatory isolation, he finds interaction 

with his family a challenge. The third one has been a pleasant surprise. He was born under difficult circumstances - a scheduled but 

unexpected C-section was deemed necessary a week before he was born. When the surgeon had me open so that he could be born, he 

exclaimed that we had a ‘little jigger! He turned in the night!’ deeming the C-section unnecessary after all. He was joyful right from 

the start, though, as if to tell me and the world that in spite of difficulties and whatever the world had to throw at him, he wasn’t ever 

going to let it get him down. That attitude has definitely served him well. He is the only one of our boys who is following Jesus. He is 

also the only one who feels he has direction and purpose in his life. Not surprising to those of us who also follow Jesus. 

 He worked very hard at Walmart, was dedicated and reliable and I’m told it 

will take 2 or 3 new people to replace him. He recently decided to move out of 

the house, and out of the area to pursue his dreams. His dad and I moved him 

to Ottawa on April 25th. He is living with my aunt and her family in their 

basement apartment, in isolation for another week, in preparation for his job 

in a nursing home there. His plan is to save for school, set to start probably not 

in the fall, as he hasn’t applied yet. He felt that he was ready.  

This change in our family dynamic has not been as difficult for me as I thought 
it would when we were driving him to Ottawa. I am still the same person, I am 
still a wife, mother, caregiver, friend, daughter, sister, cousin, niece, employee, 
etc. BUT, I am also a princess! I am a child of the King! And my purpose? Well, 

I am still supposed to be a wife, mother, and all those other things I mentioned. 
But my purpose is also found in Matthew 28: 19-20, when Jesus says”… 
Therefore, go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of 
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey 
everything I have commanded you.” The next few words make it all doable. 
Jesus finishes His Great Commission by saying, “Surely I am with you always, 
to the very end of the age.” He IS with us! 

 

 

Through 
the lens of… 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

I took myself away to Kincardine. Apparently it 

was a perfect day for sailing. Every time I look at 

this photo it brings me the same peace I found on 

a mini holiday. 

 A great escape from spiritual heaviness and HOT 

sun.  I never expected so much peace and 

beauty in among this spiritual darkness of 

Guatemala. 

This is the first shot I took that really caught my attention. 

I call it DETERMANATION.  It is this shot that set me on the 

path to finding peace behind the lens of a camera. 

This, along with worship in my ears and out enjoying 

nature, is where I find myself close to Christ. 

 A shot of our beautiful harbor looking off what 

WAS the 10th Street bridge. 

Janet Gibson 



The StrangerSubmitted by~ Wayne Bumstead 

The sun was slowly setting on the deserted highway…a ribbon of asphalt winding its way through the lush green 

countryside. With dusk blanketing the land the huge truck rolled along its way. A figure in the shadow was seeking a ride. 

With the stranger still shielded from clear view, the trucker pulled to a stop and called for him to climb aboard. The miles 

rolled by and the stranger spoke not a word. The trucker, still unable to get a clear look at this face in the dim light of the cab, 

finally asked him where he was headed. Ahead, about a quarter of a mile or so and a few hundred feet off the highway stood a 

long abandoned country church. The stranger raised his arm and pointed to the old structure. The truck rolled to a stop as the 

stranger, speaking in a voice not of mere mortals, thanked him and like a whisper of the cool night air, was gone. The trucker 

was aware that he had indeed met a very special person. 

As he drove off into the starry night, he heard the lilting chorus of the old hymn “Rock of Ages” drifting dreamily over 

the countryside. A sense of urgency overcame him and he turned the truck around and went back to the old church. Pulling in 

front he dismounted and proceeded up the creaky wooden steps. Slowly he opened the door and peered toward the front of 

the church. There at the alter was the stranger clothed in a long white robe. He was kneeling with bowed head. Humbly the 

driver made his way to the place where the stranger was and he knelt beside him.  A pale shaft of moonlight from through the 

old window illuminated the strangers face.  

Gazing into his eyes the trucker felt like life as he had previously known it no longer resided in his heart. Tears 

brimmed his eyes as he fell to his face in awe of what he had seen and felt. In what seemed like a split second the white-robed 

figure beside him was gone. Rising to his feet he slowly went back outside.  He paused for a second and looked up to the moon 

and it seemed strangely brighter than before. As he continued to gaze up into the heavens he began to sense what eternity 

meant… no beginning and no end. He had come to the realization that this world was soon to pass just as the encounter with 

the stranger did. Edging his truck back onto the highway the miles seemed much shorter… the seat beside him no longer 

empty. Whistling a long-forgotten tune he wondered who would believe him.  Everybody he hoped… everybody. 

                  ROCK OF AGES 

1. Rock of ages cheft for me      3. Nothing in my hand I bring 
        Let me hid myself in thee          Simply to the cross I cling 
                  Let the water and the blood         Naked come to thee for dress 
                  From thy wounded side which flowed        Helpless look to thee for grace 
                  Be of sin the double cure          Foul I to the fountain I fly 
                  Save from wrath make me pure         Wash me savior or I die 
 

2. Not the labors of my hand    4. While I draw this fleeting breath 
        Can fulfill the laws demand         When mine eyes shall close in death 
                   Could my zeal respite know         When I sore to worlds unknown         
                   Could my tears forever flow         See thee on thy judgement throne 
                   All for sin could not atone                      Rock of ages Cleft for me 
                   Thou must save and thou alone         Let me hid myself in thee 

 

PROVOKING ONE ANOTHER: 

WHO AM I AND WHY AM I HERE?  Submitted by~ Tim Wood 
I believe that who we are is a product of the context of how we grew up, the circumstances that we encountered and the decisions we 

made along the way. As a Christian, I also believe that all of this is cloaked in the constant presence of God in our lives. 

When I look at this present health situation we find ourselves in, I am reminded of the many roles God has given me and how I need 

to view them in the light of this time. I am a husband, father, teacher, coach, friend, small group leader and member of a 

neighbourhood, to name a few. How do I express these roles given the restrictions that we see in our lives? A challenge at the best of 

times and now even more challenging! 

What do you do when your position has no presence and influence has only words? This dilemma is real and hard to work with for 

sure! I can't spend time with athletes or students and my contact with family is restricted to email or face time.  

After some thought and soul searching, I came up with this...... 

What has changed is not that my influence has disappeared, but how I am now able to use it. In the past, it centered around some 

sort of 'being present' in the lives of those around me, and now that presence is no longer available to us. I must reach out using only 

words, for the most part. 

At first I thought of this as a huge handicap, but recently I was listening to a favourite pastor of mine, and God gave me a definite 

attitude adjustment. The pastor talked about how influential words can be to the people that God has put in our way. And how we 

managed these words was of great importance. As a father, I was very encouraged to hear that my words had the most weight in my 

children's lives.  

What remained was what to do to put more "do" in my words. The word 

'INTENTIONAL' kept popping up. I had to step out and look for ways to speak to others 

more often. Thankfully, I am married to the woman that I am! Deb is, if nothing else, 

intentional! Much of her time is spent talking with or reaching out to friends and family 

and neighbours. As I am writing this she has talked to one neighbour and friend in 

business. And that is what has changed in this time of pandemic. Deb and I are making 

more phone calls to more people. It has us praying daily, asking God to bring us more 

opportunities to help or be in contact with more people. It has not led us to fear what we 

can't control. Deb and I believe that God has given us people to advise us how best to 

navigate through these difficult times, and we need to consider and do what we can to 

follow their good advice. But even more, we believe that God is with us and can bring us 

through whatever we come up against. Dear friend, take comfort in that and get out there 

and be INTENTIONAL! 

Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor put their hope in wealth, which is so uncertain, but 

to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything for our enjoyment. Command them to do good, to be rich in good 

deeds (and words), and be generous and willing to share. 1 Tim. 6:17-18 

Our natural tendency is to grasp what we have instead of 
freely giving to those in need. The challenge of riches is living with 
thankful hearts to God and to open our hands to others. 
 

 

‘One grace each child of God can show 
Is giving from a willing heart; 
Yet, if we wait till riches grow, 

It may be that we’ll never start.’ 
D. DeHann We make a living by what we get; 

We make a life by what we give 



“In many ways isolation has 
probably been beneficial” 

  
My name is Peter McMurray. I am a 45-year-old husband and father of two twin 13-year-olds. I’m a Social Worker by education and 

experience, but an affinity for modern technology led to a focus within Social Work on helping our profession use modern tools to 

improve our services.  

I was raised in Fellowship Baptist churches in Fergus and then Toronto. I had a falling away from the faith in my teens which was 

exacerbated by the hyper-secular values that surrounded me in schools of Social Work in the late 90s.  It was a slow and gradual return 

at first, but now very much a complete return.   

My wife Zora and I met at Grad school in Ottawa and married while still living there. . While Ottawa was a lovely city in many ways it 

was a very expensive place to live and it was hard to imagine raising a family there. I wanted to return to rural Ontario, but hopefully 

not to a part that had been massively built up with subdivisions like my beloved home town of Fergus.  

Grey Bruce seemed perfect, and we bought a home in Chatsworth where we have lived now for nearly 20 years. We attended a local 

church for a number of years but as that church’s Sunday School numbers dwindled and their focus on children and youth seemed to 

wane I went on a search for a congregation that seemed to serve and care for Christians of all ages. Members of our Owen Sound 

Alliance congregation and ministry staff had distinguished themselves as compassionate and caring people for many years, to the point 

that we thought OSAC should be the first church we should investigate. After all, if a tree is judged by its fruit then OSAC seemed like 

it must be a very good tree indeed.  

What am I here for? (What has God revealed to me about myself?) 

I have always seen myself as a servant. That was very much a dominant idea in my church and youth group growing up and it seems 

to fit my abilities and gifts.  The skill set I have needed to build up professionally around technology is sometimes helpful to others, 

and in the past year I have felt led to use that knowledge and skill set to serve God and his church in my spare time.  

How I and my family are handling isolation/ COVID-19 

We are very blessed with a comfortable home and both Zora and I are in jobs that have been deemed “essential”. So we have not been 

confronted with the economic hardships that so many families have had to face. If anything both of our jobs are busier than usual, 

particularly my work as I strive to help professionals support the mental health needs of children, youth and families without our 

preferred traditional approach of in-person face-to-face counseling.    

Sasha and Mila  already had the tools they needed to do school from home, so probably the biggest practical challenge during this 

isolation period has been finding the privacy to make work phone calls in our *very* open concept house.    

In many ways isolation has probably been beneficial to our daily faith journeys. Before the pandemic almost every evening was taken 

up with some activity or another in town, and we were always so busy. Now there has been more than enough time to make sure our 

devotional and prayer time isn’t forgotten or cut short. Pastor Ryan’s blog and youth Zoom has helped Mila and Sasha build a daily 

devotional routine that will hopefully solidify into a core part of their life as they continue to mature as people and as Christians.  

We miss our friends of course. Jr Youth is remarkably good on Zoom but I know it will be even better when it can again include an in-

person gathering and some basketball in the gym. Our Friday morning men’s Bible study has worked pretty well on Zoom-all things 

considered, but I think we all miss having our morning coffee and tea together and then gathering around the table to pray and share 

God’s Word.  

It has probably been hardest not to be able to see our families in person. Birthdays have passed with only phone or zoom calls, as did 

Easter.  We probably look forward the most to seeing parents/grandparents, aunts, uncles and cousins in person, with the 

accompanying hugs. 

  

 

 

“I have learned to be content whatever the circumstances. I know what it is to be in need, 

and I know what it is to have plenty. I have learned the secret of being content in any and 

every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in want. I can do 

all this through Christ who gives me strength.” ~ Phil 4:11-13 
 

 

 

 

  

  

WANT WHAT YOU HAVE 
  

So…I’ve been doing a lot of reflecting these days on the mental and emotional effects of COVID-19. 

One thing I’m hearing God say to me in this season is, “Learn to want what you have.” That’s 

what Paul is revealing as the secret to living in “any and every situation” of life. Contentment—the 

quality or state of being satisfied; having a soul at rest. Contentment is synonymous with happiness. 

Happy are the people who want what they have. 

  

In our western—“first world”—culture, happiness is gained by having what we want, not by wanting 

what we have. It’s this pursuit of happiness that drives consumerism and fuels our economy. 

Advertisers appeal to this human nature by creating discontentment so as to motivate sales. It is this 

same human nature that is presently being exposed by the effects of COVID-19. 

  

I considered myself to be a fairly contented person. I didn’t want for much. That is, until COVID-19 

took away what I had—my freedom to visit my family; my ability to gather with friends; the 

environment of safety I have come to expect; the plans I had and the freedom to fellowship with other 

believers for corporate worship, to name a few. To be honest, I’ve come to realize just how much my 

pre-COVID contentment/happiness has been dependent on these privileges and expectations. And I 

don’t think I’m alone in this struggle. There are a lot of unhappy and discontented people these days. 

 

  



James associates anger with discontentment. He asks the question, “What causes fights and quarrels 

among you?” Then he answers it himself. “It’s because you’re not getting what you want right now. 

You’re discontented and unhappy. So you resort to aggression to get what you want so you can be 

happy again.” (James 4:1,2) I’m hearing from angry pastors and parishioners who are contemplating 

civil disobedience because they want to get back to Sunday gatherings. We’re starting to read about 

armed protestors in the US marching on state government buildings. I read the other day of a 

customer assaulting a grocery store clerk. Discontentment, and its emotional expressions, is at an all 

time high and we Christians are not immune to it. 

 

 

 

 

I’ve been asked by many what the “new normal” will look like. I don’t know for sure, but whatever else 

it will be, it will require re-learning the secret of contentment. The key to happiness and anger 

management is not getting back what we’ve lost, but adjusting our wants and expectations to accept 

what we now have and will have in the future. And to be thankful for it! This won’t be easy. We will 

need the help of Christ. This is the true context for Paul’s statement, “I can do all things through 

Christ who strengthens me.” It’s in the real challenges we’re facing today that we need the strength of 

Christ. 

 

 

For me, it helps to put things into perspective. I was reminded by a fellow pastor recently that what 

we are experiencing right now—the threat of disease; financial loss; possible food shortage; 

restrictions on our freedoms and the inability to gather for worship—most people in the world live 

with daily. And to a much greater measure. I am reminding myself that my sufferings are not to be 

compared with the sufferings of most people in third world countries. My prayer is that this COVID 

experience would help me develop a new and greater compassion for the severe suffering of others in 

the world. 

 

The Stoics were a group of 3rd century BC Greek philosophers. They weren’t Christian philosophers 

and I’m not promoting their teaching in general. But they did claim that “contentment does not 

consist in possessing much, but in wanting little.” They believed “if you want to make a man happy, 

don’t add to his possessions but take away from his wants”. They maintained that the wealthiest man 

alive is he who is content with least. It seems that in their search for understanding they discovered 

the same secret as Paul—be content in any and every situation, whether living in plenty or want, by 

wanting what you have. 

 

So, how can I endure this present situation, and learn to be happy in what will be the “new normal”? I 

can choose to lower my expectations of self and others. I can choose to trust God to supply my daily 

needs. I can choose to focus on the blessings of the Lord. I can choose to want what I have. And I can 

choose to be thankful for it. 

 

This is a lesson God is teaching me in this season. Happiness doesn’t come from having what I want. 

Happiness comes from wanting what I have. 

 

 

 

 

 

Stephen Harbridge 

Superintendent  of  the Central Canadian District of the C&MA 

  

  

 

 


